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Abstract. We compare coupled nonlinear climate models
and their simplified forced counterparts with respect to predictability and phase space topology. Various types of uncertainty plague climate change simulation, which is, in turn,
a crucial element of Earth System modelling. Since the currently preferred strategy for simulating the climate system, or
the Earth System at large, is the coupling of sub-system modules (representing, e.g., atmosphere, oceans, global vegetation), this paper explicitly addresses the errors and indeterminacies generated by the coupling procedure. The focus is
on a comparison of forced dynamics as opposed to fully, i.e.
intrinsically, coupled dynamics. The former represents a particular type of simulation, where the time behaviour of one
complex systems component is prescribed by data or some
other external information source. Such a simplifying technique is often employed in Earth System models in order to
save computing resources, in particular when massive model
inter-comparisons need to be carried out. Our contribution
to the debate is based on the investigation of two representative model examples, namely (i) a low-dimensional coupled
atmosphere-ocean simulator, and (ii) a replica-like simulator
embracing corresponding components.
Whereas in general the forced version (ii) is able to mimic
its fully coupled counterpart (i), we show in this paper that
for a considerable fraction of parameter- and state-space,
the two approaches qualitatively differ. Here we take up a
phenomenon concerning the predictability of coupled versus
forced models that was reported earlier in this journal: the
observation that the time series of the forced version display
artificial predictive skill. We present an explanation in terms
of nonlinear dynamical theory. In particular we observe an
intermittent version of artificial predictive skill, which we
call on-off synchronization, and trace it back to the appearance of unstable periodic orbits. We also find it to be governed by a scaling law that allows us to estimate the probability of artificial predictive skill. In addition to artificial
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predictability we find artificial bistability for the forced version, which has not been reported so far. The results suggest
that bistability and intermittent predictability, when found in
a forced model set-up, should always be cross-validated with
alternative coupling designs before being taken for granted.

1 Introduction
In the climate modelling community it is common practice to
establish a modular structure, consisting of ecosphere, biosphere, vegetation, ocean, atmosphere, etc., that builds up an
Earth System Model (cf. the Climate System Model project
CSM (Boville and Gent, 1998)). Some of these components
are also modelled by external forcing, described from observed data. This is done e.g. in the Atmospheric Model
Intercomparison Project AMIP (Gates et al., 1992), where
an atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM) is constrained by realistic sea surface temperature and sea ice and
the output is used for diagnostic research. Although this experiment is not meant to be used for climate change predictions, diagnostic subprojects have been established, though
it is not quite clear to what extent the forced AGCM output
is comparable to the system with complex ocean-atmosphere
feedbacks. These coupled systems are investigated e.g. in
the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project CMIP (Meehl
et al., 2000; Covey et al., 2003a). The comparison of coupled ocean-atmosphere models with simulations using prescribed sea surface temperatures shows that there are indeed
some important differences concerning e.g. temperatures
near the pole and tropical precipitation (Covey et al., 2003b).
Other publications mention a strong effect of the coupling on
the midlatitude variability of the ocean-atmosphere system
(Barsugli and Battisti, 1998) or on the decadal variability of
oceanic variables in the North Pacific (Pierce et al., 2001).
Hence, the subject of investigation is the effect of prescribing a module through data instead of implementing the dynamical module. This has already been investigated by Wittenberg and Anderson (1998), but here we will focus on po-
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To investigate the difference between a forced and a fully
coupled set-up, a coupled atmosphere-ocean system is chosen because the predictability of the Earth’s climate depends strongly on the variability induced by the interaction of
these two components. As a very instructive example of the
coupled atmosphere-ocean system, the following low-order
model is examined:
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2(CLEMIH , #TUFVCXW"K Y H EMIH , =(Z!#AW"O , where # is a scaling
factor with one unit of system’s time referring to 10 days.
This model is taken from Wittenberg and Anderson
(1998). The atmosphere system model (Eq.(1)-(3)) is a
potentially chaotic Lorenz system (Lorenz, 1984), that describes the midlatitude quasi-geostrophic flow. While represents the time, the variable represents the intensity of the
westerly wind current or the meridional temperature gradient. The variables and are the amplitudes of the sine and
cosine components of a large travelling wave, which transports heat poleward.
and
are forcing terms based on
the average north-south temperature contrast and the earthsea temperature contrast, where the seasonal variation of
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the fully coupled system (top) and the forced
system (bottom). A fully coupled run is taken as reference trajectory. Additional to the reference trajectory, in each subfigure there
are runs from slightly varying initial conditions in atmospheric coordinates. In the upper figure the curves are from a fully coupled
run. In the lower figure, the trajectories are forced by the ocean
from the reference trajectory. In this figure, we have reproduced a
major finding by Wittenberg and Anderson (1998).
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tential constraints preventing the consistency of forcing and
coupling. With this paper we want to emphasize that when
forcing one module by another instead of coupling the two
components, one has to keep in mind that inherently nonlinear phenomena can occur that lead to qualitatively different
features than expected. This type of analysis that we are undertaking can be assigned to many other cases of investigating forced versus coupled model runs.
For our study we use a conceptual model that, compared
to GCMs, has the advantage that the model itself as well as
the output can be analysed along the lines of dynamical systems’ theory. This makes it easier to realize path following
of solutions in parameter space.
The structure of the paper is as follows: The coupled
ocean-atmosphere model we are analysing is described in
section 2 and the phenomenon of locking for coupled and
forced trajectories is presented. In section 3 the mathematical
background for replica systems is introduced. In section 4 we
investigate the statistics of the locking and deduce a power
law scaling for the length of the locking phases. In section
5 we analyse the model in dependence on its parameters and
highlight some fundamental differences between forcing and
coupling. The role of unstable periodic orbits concerning the
locking phenomenon is also investigated. The paper will finish with the conclusions in section 6.
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is expressed through the sine. The ocean system is a simple harmonic oscillator, with an oscillation frequency of
four years, where p and q represent zonal asymmetries in sea
surface temperature. The coupling between ocean and atmosphere proceeds through the interaction of these asymmetries
with the model atmosphere’s eddy field (y and z).
Wittenberg and Anderson (1998) carried out two different
sets of simulations. One set of simulations represents the
outcome of the fully coupled system with little variation in
the initial state vectors. In the other set the output of the
ocean from one special run is used to force the atmosphere.
Again this is undertaken for slightly perturbed initial conditions. So there are two ensembles: one from a fully coupled
system and one from a forced system that includes no feedback from the atmosphere to the ocean.
As can be seen from Fig. 1, which was reproduced from
Wittenberg and Anderson (1998), the forced ensemble is
more compact, but does not mirror the true solution. Furthermore, Wittenberg and Anderson (1998) show that the statistics of the forced variability, like spatial and temporal distributions, are significantly different from those of coupled
variability. For modelling issues this means that a prescribed
forcing (e.g. prescribing the sea surface temperature) cannot
emulate the fully coupled system. The interesting effect of
the forcing is that all trajectories sometimes lock on the true
solution for a short time and then separate again, so partial
synchronization can be observed. One can conclude from
this that on the one hand fully coupled and forced systems
do not show the same behaviour but on the other hand that in
truly forced systems there may exist a region in phase space,
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where predictability is very high. The question to be followed is what mechanism is responsible for the locking phenomenon and what types of coupling show such behaviour.
3

Mathematical framework

In order to explain the locking phenomenon, a stability analysis of the system appears the most natural approach. In the
tradition of Wittenberg and Anderson (1998) and Smith et al.
(1999), one would expect that the local linear stability properties govern the observed phenomenon. In order to establish
such a link we derive the Jacobian J of the driven atmosphere. For this, we consider the ODE system

[

^I5_ x[ `] \  \ X%ba (6)
x[  F[  x[ \ 4;]$&% \ : ]$&% \ $&%
with F[ being made up from Eqs. (1)-(3). The Jacobian
reads (Wittenberg and Anderson, 1998)
J
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Note that the Jacobian does not depend explicitly on time,
hence one could hope to link locking to certain regions in the
phase space of x .
The Jacobian governs the time evolution of an infinitesimal perturbation of the atmospheric trajectory x :

[

m [

m x[  J[ n $&% m x[ \

(8)

[

whereby the time-dependence of J is induced by the dynamics of the unperturbed trajectory. Below it will prove
useful to introduce the squared norm of the perturbation

o c`
  m x[p\qm x[ % \

(9)

where “( , )” denotes the standard scalar product.
Traditional stability analysis addresses two extreme types
of stability: the (instantaneous) growth rate
and the asymptotic behaviour of the perturbation,
. If we require that at the beginning of a locking period, in
, the error needs to shrink, and
later on, in
, should at least not grow, then it
is sufficient to ask for
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where  denotes the duration of region (I).

(10)
(11)
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(12)

For condition (11), it is sufficient to require that

For the convergence region (I), the case is slightly more
complicated, and we will come back to this below.
We are aware of the fact that the above sufficient condition
for region (II) might be too restrictive as locking is a timeaveraged phenomenon, i.e., it would be enough to require
that the error does not grow on average. If we followed the
latter logic, however, we would refer to trajectory-specific
properties, while in the traditional ansatz the first attempt is
to link phenomena to local, trajectory-independent properties. This then naturally leads to conservative conditions of
the type Eq. (12).
As is well known (Farrell and Ioannou, 1996), links to
the Jacobian J in the following way:

[

r

o
r d $  m x[ \m x[ % m x[ \qm x[ %
` d m x[ \ J[a m x[ %( m x[ \ J[ m x[ %
Ry m x[\ J7m x[ %
(13)
F
with J]7(c    J[  J[a %,E
As J7 is symmetric, r C would be established by the
requirement that the largest eigenvalue  of J 7 is non-

positive. A simple calculation transfers these ideas along the
lines of Lyapunov theory into a practical counterpart of the
condition (10):

 L " ~  v   n$&%  0g
(14)
 v ¡ o ]$&q%a   o ]$}|¢% e   v  v   
(15)

with  n$&% again being the largest eigenvalue of J7 ]$&% .

Note that both equations can be taken as counterparts, but
Eq. (15) follows from Eq. (14).
In summary, the sufficient conditions for the regions (I)
and (II) both link to the largest eigenvalue of the symmetrised
Jacobian which shall be non-positive. Empirically, however,
we find the opposite: a look at Fig. 2(c) reveals that is always positive. Obviously, the above reasoning involves sufficient conditions which are too restrictive, i.e. too conservative.
Often, shrinking of errors has been explained in linear, local terms, but with respect to the eigenvalues of the original
Jacobian (see e.g. Holton (1992)), rather than to its symmetrised counterpart (Yanchuk et al., 2001). For the system
considered here, in fact, a so-called “binding region” can be
established in which all eigenvalues of the Jacobian are negative. We find, however, that the existence of such a binding region does not correlate with the particular type of error
shrinking – locking – we are considering here, for several
reasons.
First, empirically, we find (see Fig. 2(b)) that the locking
period by far exceeds the typical residence time of the system’s trajectory in the binding region. On the other hand,
the system may visit the binding region without displaying
locking.
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Second, to our knowledge, it is in general not possible to
directly extract local and finite-time stability properties from
the eigenvalues of the Jacobian. Rather the symmetrised
counterpart is needed (see above). The eigenvalues of the Jacobian are typically employed to establish asymptotic properties like
. Even if one could interpret locking as a
time-asymptotic property, however, the Jacobian would implicate a stable solution only if it was time-independent. For
time-dependent Jacobians like in our case one would still
come back to the more demanding condition (14) involving
the symmetrised Jacobian.
In summary, an approach different from local linear stability analysis is clearly needed. We will relate the locking period to invariant manifolds, emerging from the non-linear dynamics of the system. This will allow us to introduce meaningful time-averaged characteristics still without having to
refer to each individual master trajectory separately.
To frame a discussion of potential nonlinear causes of
locking, we follow the concepts of Pecora and Carroll (1990)
and Pecora et al. (1997). Different from Fig. 1, where we
looked at a set of several forced trajectories, we investigate
here just the fully coupled run and one forced run. The forced
system can be written as a so-called replica system (Pikovsky
et al., 2001), where a replica of one or more equations is
made. Together with Eqs. (1)-(5) we have a replica system
of the following form:
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Fig. 2. Eigenvalues of J and J
J . (a) Norm of the error
vector between coupled and forced run. (b) Eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix J . (c) Eigenvalues of the symmetrised Jacobian matrix
J
J . This figure shows that there are regions where all eigenvalues are negative but where no locking can be detected. (For this
figure the parameter is set to 0.09 instead of 0.125).
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where the primed system x
is identical to the original fully coupled system x
except for slightly different initial conditions and the substituted variables and instead of and , that emulate the
forcing through prescribed data. In this system and have
no influence on the dynamics of the other primed variables
and are only introduced to allow for a closed mathematical
form. With this formalization “reality” - prescribed through
data - is being represented through a perfect model scenario
in the model-world.
In Fig. 3 the norm of the error vector x
x x is
plotted. Sometimes the two systems synchronize but then
suddenly the system shows long-lasting bursts where the two
trajectories seem to evolve independently.
Generally, this type of coupling between two identical systems can be written as

4

:

m ¶µ  © µ

 F  x%

x

x

© F  x© %

  x© %,E

Kx
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where K is the coupling function.
By transforming Eq. (21) to the transversal coordinates
x
x x and considering only small perturbations, so
x and F x
Fx
Jx x
x the equation
that x
can be approximated by

· 
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¸ ©

 ©% ¸
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(22)
·  F  x%º F  x© %º K  x· % ¸ J  x% x·  K  x· %
where J  x % is the Jacobian matrix of F evaluated on the synchronization manifold. A linearisation of the function K  x %
around zero, where we assume that K  0 %< 0 and neglect
higher order terms of x · , leads to
x

x

·.¸  J  x%ºPK» % x· \

(23)

(16)
(17)

with

(18)
(19)

K

»  dK | E
d x ¼¼ x½
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(24)
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In our case, where we have linear coupling, the matrix K

0.1

E

(25)

To achieve complete synchronization, it is required that
for
, x goes to zero. From the linearised equation
(23) one would expect that the two systems will synchronize
if the transverse Lyapunov exponents, that are the Lyapunov
exponents associated with Eq. (23), are all negative. This
criterion was first proposed by Fujisaka and Yamada (1983),
but in contrast to this, e.g. Gauthier and Bienfang (1996)
observe only incomplete synchronization in their model instead of the proposed full synchronization, when the largest
transverse Lyapunov exponent is smaller than zero. Several
criteria for synchronization were developed (Blakely et al.,
2000), but it was also shown there that for their model none
of these criteria exactly predicts the range of the control parameter where full synchronization can be observed.
In our case the largest transverse Lyapunov exponent is
but we also observe partial synpositive with
chronization. The time after which all information is lost
and the two trajectories are totally independent, reads

·

 · ¸ 5C E C $ ÄZO


$ 1¸ F t  ; Å nC % \
(26)
 m
where  is the Lyapunov exponent, Å denotes the characteristic length of the attractor and m ;nC% the error that cannot be
dissolved by a given accuracy (Argyris et al., 1995). Here
$  is found to be about 1.3 years. Nevertheless locking can
be observed over much longer timescales, as can be deduced
from Fig. 3. This demonstrates that in the period of locking,
a non-average, non-standard situation is present. Below we
will link it to phase-space structures of low measure, yet of a
noticeable domain of attraction.
4

On-off Synchronization

The alternation between regions, where the error between the
forced and coupled trajectory is nearly zero, and between regions with large bursts as shown in Fig. 3, resemble those of
on-off intermittency. On-off intermittency, as introduced by
Platt et al. (1993), refers to a situation where the variables of
a chaotic dynamical system exhibit two distinct states where
at the “off” state the system is nearly constant on an invariant
manifold, and at the “on” state large bursts from these laminar phases occur. The frequency of bursts is controlled by a
characteristic parameter of the system and approaches zero,
when the so-called blowout bifurcation (Ott and Sommerer,
1994) is reached as attains a critical value . To assign
the phenomenon of on-off intermittency to our object of interest, intermittency is not seen as laminar phases interrupted
by turbulent bursts but as locking of the fully coupled and
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the forced trajectories (off-state) interrupted by non-locking
(on-state), which we will call on-off synchronization. The
transfer from on-off intermittency to on-off synchronization
becomes clearer when the difference between x and x is understood as a new variable.
Systems that generate on-off intermittency show characteristic scaling laws for the intermittent phases (Heagy et al.,
1994; Lai, 1996), the distribution of the amplitudes of the
bursts and for the power spectrum of the trajectories (see references cited by John et al. (2002)). Heagy et al. (1994) investigate a certain class of driven systems, that consists of a
discrete map and a random driving variable with a smooth
density. They show that for the probability distribution of the
length of the laminar phases
a power law holds with
, where is the length of the laminar phases
and the scaling exponent that attains a universal value of
3/2 in the vicinity of the threshold for on-off intermittency.
This scaling law with the same exponent can also be approved for our case of on-off synchronization, as can be concluded from the logarithmic scaling in Fig. 5, where the probability distribution
of the length of the locking region
is plotted. The histogram for 1,500 locking phases is plotted
in Fig. 4, where locking is defined by the norm of the error
x x of the two trajectories x and x being
vector x
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5.1

Comparison of forced and coupled system

<τ> / arb. units

1E−4
1E−6
0.1

An important structural difference between coupled and
forced systems will be discussed in this chapter. In order
to separate the two forcing effects in this model, namely the
ocean forcing through the variables and and the seasonal
forcing, the model is firstly investigated without the seasonal
cycle. We analyse the dependence of the relative mean locking time
on the coupling strength , see Fig. 6(a),
where

:

3
Ì ÎÉ Í
É¿ $}Ï Ð,ÑÒ,Ó ÔÕ \
(27)

where  is the length of the whole time series and $ Ï Ð,ÑÒ,Ó ÔÕ is

the time, where locking can be observed. This is averaged
over several runs.
A significant difference in the relative mean locking time
for a fully coupled run and a forced run can be observed.
The fully coupled system consists of two totally independent
systems x and x , where the coupling matrix K of Eq.(25) is
zero. The forced system is the 8-D combined drive and response system, consisting of Eqs. (1)-(5) and (16)-(18), the
Eqs. (19) and (20) are neglected in this case as they have no
influence on the system’s dynamics. Whereas in the fully
coupled system the relative mean locking time
, as a
function of , is always zero (not plotted in the diagram), in
the forced system there are small parameter ranges where the
trajectories always show locking (for
), or
where locking never appears, e.g. for
. Additionally, in the forced system there are also regions where
we observe on-off synchronization as defined above, e.g. for
– like in the original system which includes a seasonal cycle. This suggests that the seasonal forcing is not the
main cause of the observed intermittent behaviour.
In the remaining part of this section, we empirically correlate time-series properties and phase-space topology. To
get an impression of the phase space topology of the system in dependence of the parameter , a bifurcation analysis
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). (a) Relative mean locking time
(see
cycle (with
Eq. 27) in dependence of the coupling strength . For every point
in this figure the initial conditions for x were chosen randomly and
the trajectories were integrated over 500 years, according to 730500
time steps, after they settled down on an attractor. The forced trajectory was started on the attractor with slightly perturbed initial conditions, chosen from a gaussian distribution with a standard deviation
of 0.01. For every value of the coupling strength the integration
was performed several times. As a mean length of zero cannot be
depicted in a logarithmic plot, we added an offset of
; (b) Bifurcation diagram for the variable of the five dimensional (5-D)
driving system; for the periodic orbits, just one point referring to
the maximum of the orbit is plotted; (c) Bifurcation diagram for the
variable of the 8-D combined drive and response system. A filled
circle symbol represents a saddle node bifurcation, an unfilled circle
stands for a torus bifurcation, an upward-pointing triangle denotes a
period doubling bifurcation and a downward-pointing triangle symbolizes a branch point.
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smaller than a critical threshold . To determine the statistic
also for the long laminar phases it is important to choose a
threshold that is not too small (Lai, 1996). For our analysis
we took
.
In this section we have shown that the scaling law for the
duration of the laminar phases in systems with on-off intermittency holds also for a system with on-off synchronization
and could be extended to continuous systems with a driving system that is not random but chaotic. This means that
the power law scaling is more universal than proposed when
it was introduced. It can also be interpreted in this regard,
that the underlying mechanisms of on-off intermittency and
on-off synchronization are analogous. As intermittency is often traced back to the ”almost existence” of a stable periodic
orbit, later on our analysis will concentrate on stable and unstable periodic orbits as potential causes for locking.
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is performed with the bifurcation analysis program AUTO
(Doedel, 1981). In Fig. 6(b) the bifurcation diagram for the
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variable of the fully coupled system is plotted, in Fig. 6(c)
the same is done for the variable
of the 8-D combined
drive and response system. The difference is amazing: both
variables
and
are on a stable periodic orbit for the
same parameters, but partly stability switches the branch (for
) or a second stable branch emerges at the saddle node bifurcation for
. In the latter situation it
depends on the initial conditions whether full synchronization can be observed; in the former case synchronization is
impossible, which can also be concluded from the relative
mean locking time in Fig. 6(a). This means that for these
parameter combinations the forced system will never mirror
the fully coupled system. Full synchronization can only be
observed when and are on the same stable periodic orbit.
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So far we can conclude that if the system is on the same
stable periodic orbit for x and x , we get full synchronization. This will be analysed in detail in the next section. On
the other hand, when x runs on a periodic orbit not concurring to the replicate of x’s periodic orbit, locking cannot be
observed. That means there can be intrinsic obstacles that
a forced system performs as the fully coupled system. For
modelling issues this is a crucial outcome, as for more sophisticated models the calculation of the state space of the
forced and the coupled model is very costly so there is hardly
any way to decide if forcing is suitable, above all because
normally the fully coupled model is not known.
Despite these fundamental discrepancies between the
forced and fully coupled system, in the following we will focus on the phenomenon of on-off synchronization that arises
for
, where no stable periodic orbit is detected.

3.ÍCLE O
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[0.1, 0.177]
[0.177,
0.277]

SPO
SPO

SPO
two SPOs

[0.277, 0.3]

SPO

same SPO
and torus

[0.3, 0.4]

SPO

[0.4, 0.5]

UPO

(differing)
SPO
and
torus
UPOs

àTä

locking?
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In Fig. 7 another bifurcation diagram for
is obtained
by numerical integration to capture the movement on a torus,
that cannot be depicted in the other diagram. In fact, the torus
bifurcation is found in the upper figure Fig. 6(c) for
, but the torus cannot be followed with this method.
For each parameter value we let the system settle down to
an attractor and then plotted the forced variable , when the
trajectory crosses the axis at 0.5. From left to right we see
again the stable periodic orbit and at
the generation of a second orbit. From these stable periodic orbits a
quasiperiodic motion on a torus emerges at
. The
dynamics on the torus is sometimes adjourned by the stable
periodic orbit that can be found in Fig. 6(c) for
.
The torus disappears at
through a period doubling
bifurcation and passes into chaotic motion. For the driving
system x no quasiperiodic dynamics are found, so that for
, before the branch point at
emerges,
the system shows locking when x is on the stable limit cycle
or shows no locking when x is on the torus. Which state will
be adopted depends on the initial conditions. For larger
than the bifurcation value
, there is scarcely any locking because the forced system is on the torus and the fully
coupled system on the stable periodic orbit. An overview of
the different classifications in dependence on the parameter
space is given in Table 1.

C5E ØIØ

ã

coupling
strength

locking
locking, when and
are on the same PO;
else no locking
locking, when
is
on the PO; no locking,
when is on the torus
no locking

ã®

ã

ã®

ã®

intermittent
locking
(on-off
synchronization)

Table 1. Overview over the different regions in parameter space.
SPO stands for stable periodic orbit, UPO for unstable periodic orbit.

5.2 The role of (un)stable periodic orbits

©

From now on we will restrict ourselves to the regions in parameter space where x and x show the same bifurcation diagram. From the observations in the previous chapter we can
conclude that if the system is in a region where it is on a stable periodic orbit, the forced system shows locking all the
time. The argumentation reads as follows: as the orbit of the
8-D system is stable, the trajectories of the driving system
and the driven system end up on the same periodic orbit, but
they could still have a phase shift. If there were a phase shift,
then this shift would also be seen in the ocean coordinates.
But this is excluded through the replica approach, where only
the atmosphere coordinates are varied. Contrary to this, for
the coupled system the ocean coordinates are also subject to
the perturbation, hence no synchronizing drive is present and
no locking will occur.
This emphasizes that full synchronization can in this case
be explained by a stable periodic orbit (or a stable equilibrium point) that drives the forced system to the same dynamic
behaviour.
After the stability has been lost in a bifurcation point,
the unstable periodic orbit embedded into the attractor influences the system through the ocean variables so that the
system shows locking even in a region where the transversal Lyapunov exponent is positive and no synchronization is
expected. Therefore the concept of (unstable) periodic orbits seems to be crucial for the locking phenomenon and the
loss of synchronization can be traced back to the transition
from stable to unstable periodic orbits. Ott and Sommerer
(1994) call this a nonhysteretic blowout bifurcation, where
for
the system is on an attractor and for
on-off
intermittency can be detected. The role of unstable periodic
orbits (UPOs) for synchronization is also pointed out by Pazó
et al. (2003) and by Pikovsky et al. (1997).
The interpretation with regard to UPOs can be stressed
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Fig. 8. Phase space of the full attracting set (non-locking region)
and of two exemplary locking regions (1 and 2), whereas here region refers to a period in time. For comparison the unstable periodic
orbit for this parameter constellation is plotted.

through Fig. 8, where we analysed the phase space of the
locking regions in comparison to the full attracting set. It can
clearly be seen that the locking region is in good coincidence
with the unstable periodic orbit, whereas the non-locking region covers a much larger part of the whole phase space.
Just beyond a bifurcation point where a periodic orbit has
become unstable, the Monodromy matrix of the related mapping will display a long timescale on the unstable manifold,
and generically shorter time-scales for the remaining stable
manifold. Therefore, the unstable periodic orbit still has a
fair chance to attract on the stable manifold and synchronize
the trajectory. This will reveal itself as locking. After a while,
the long timescale on the unstable manifold manifests itself,
and the trajectory becomes repelled, reminiscent of intermittency. Hence, we suggest that on-off synchronization can be
traced back to a co-existence of two identical unstable periodic orbits, one in the fully coupled, and one in the combined
8D fully coupled and replica system.
5.3

System with seasonal cycle

The assertion of the role of stable and unstable periodic orbits can also be endorsed by Fig. 9, where the system with
seasonal cycle in dependence on the coupling strength is
analysed. As before, the bifurcation diagram and the relative
mean locking time are plotted. Again we can detect on-off
synchronization, as defined in section 4, and it can be seen
that there is a transition from locking to intermittent locking.
This is a strong argument for on-off intermittency and on-off
synchronization because this transition region from laminar
to turbulent phases (in this case from locking to non-locking)
near the bifurcation point is the key mechanism assessed in
all types of intermittency.
Fig. 9 makes it clear that the presumption that with
stronger coupling the two systems will synchronize, is not
valid in this case. The system needs a stable manifold to become fully synchronized. For modelling issues, that means
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Fig. 9. Variation of the coupling strength in the system with seasonal cycle with
. (a) Relative mean locking time
(see Eq. 27) in dependence on the coupling strength . Again we
to depict a mean length of zero; (b) Bifuradded an offset of
cation diagram of the system. As for this parameter constellation
and
show the same bifurcation diagram, just one bifurcation
diagram is plotted.
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that it does not depend on the strength of coupling but on the
state in the phase space if forcing can substitute coupling.
A significant difference to the situation without seasonal
forcing is that here the fully coupled system shows locking when the system is on a stable limit cycle, see Fig. 9(a),
where the relative mean locking time is 1 in the locking regions, which means there is always locking. On-off synchronization can also sometimes be observed but less often than
in the forced system (Fig. 9(a)). This is due to the seasonal
forcing, that determines the frequency of the periodic orbit,
so this locking bears on an external forcing and not on the intrinsic phenomenon of locking through prescribed forcing by
variables. But as the seasonal cycle is also a kind of forcing,
the chance of locking through an additional “synchronizer”
increases.
5.4 Influence of the type of coupling
The system analysed so far is a system with linear coupling.
As this is a very special case of coupling that is not often
used in truly coupled models, we analyse a system without
a seasonal cycle and with a nonlinear coupling to determine
the influence of the type of coupling. The coupling has the
following form:

') +,*.-/0123540ç
è06B+1-,5¯3;: ç E

4

:

(28)
(29)

instead of Eqs.(2) and (3). As and vary approximately
between -1 and 1, the introduced term bears strong nonlinearity.
Instead of analysing the influence of the coupling strength
, here we focus on the effect of varying the parameter .
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Again we have locking when the system in on the same stable limit cycle for and , and transitions to on-off synchronization when an UPO is reached, see Fig. 10. By varying the
coupling strength in a range from 0.0 to 0.65 we discover
a region of artificial bistability for (not shown here) as we
have seen before in the system with linear coupling (Fig. 6).
So all features found in the linear coupled system can also
be discovered in the system with nonlinear coupling. This
demonstrates that the type of coupling (linear or nonlinear)
has no decisive influence on the locking phenomenon. Quite
the contrary, as periodic orbits appear frequently in nonlinear systems, locking may occur generically in forced systems
and is much less likely in their fully coupled counterparts.
This stresses that for the locking phenomenon a linear stability analysis does not hold.
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Conclusion

In this paper we consider the effect of module coupling on the
overall dynamical uncertainty for a paradigmatic non-linear
atmosphere-ocean system. We identify phase space as well
as time-series features with respect to which a forced model
set-up qualitatively differs from its fully coupled counterpart,
for systematic reasons. On the one hand, in accordance with
the general belief, the forced and the coupled model version
coincide in various main features, in particular in terms of average predictive skill and the existence of the same dominant
periodic orbit.
On the other hand, in fact we identify a considerable fraction in parameter space for which the phase spaces of the two
model versions fundamentally differ: the phase space of the
fully coupled model is dominated by a single stable periodic

orbit, while the forced set-up allows for the existence of an
additional stable periodic orbit. Since this kind of bistability is not found in the fully coupled model, which the forced
set-up is supposed to emulate, we call it “artificial bistability”. These finding seems to contradict conventional wisdom in the Earth System modelling community stating that
a fully coupled model is more a complicated entity than a
forced derivate, hence the coupled version is expected to display more complicated features. However, in terms of replica
systems – a point of view we put forward in this paper – we
argue that in fact the forced set-up is the more complex one:
its dynamics are generated in an eight-dimensional (oceandimension plus two times the atmosphere-dimension) state
space, while that of the coupled version resides in a fivedimensional space.
Furthermore, the systematic discrepancies of the two modelling versions extend into the time-domain. At least intermittently, the forced set-up displays artificial predictive
skill. This is a direct consequence of the replica-nature of
the forced set-up: we perturb the coordinates of the replica
atmosphere in order to determine the predictive skill. As the
perturbation cannot propagate to the five-dimensional subsystem driving the replica atmosphere, this five-dimensional
sub-system potentially serves as a synchronizer. In case the
replica atmosphere (“slave”) and the synchronizer (“master”)
run in the vicinity of an identical periodic orbit which possesses a stable manifold, the ensemble will tend to collapse
onto the master trajectory. Hence we identify the observed
locking phenomenon as an almost-collapse to a periodic orbit. If the orbit is stable, locking will continue forever. If the
orbit is unstable, the time-scale of locking is set by the competition of the stable and the unstable manifold of the periodic orbit, giving rise to intermittent locking. We observe a
power law for the distribution of locking duration. Due to the
phenomenological analogy to on-off intermittency, we call
intermittent locking “on-off synchronization”. In any case,
locking implies artificial predictive skill, which we explain
by the existence of a partially attracting invariant set.
All features can be observed in the original system with
seasonal forcing and linear coupling, in the system without
seasonal forcing and finally in the system with nonlinear coupling. As we were able to explain these empirical findings
with a universal theoretical pattern the ingredients of which
just draw on the nonlinearity of the system, we suggest that
on-off synchronization and artificial bistability are a general
characteristic of forced systems rather than being restricted
to this particular model set-up. In that sense we advise that it
is carefully checked with alternative model versions whether
intermittent predictability and also bistability could not be
the result of a forced – instead of the full-fledged coupled –
set-up.
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